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The literature on modality discusses how context and grammar interact to produce different flavors of 
necessity primarily in connection with functional modals e.g. English auxiliaries (Brennan 1993, 
Wurmbrand 1999 a.o.). In contrast, the grammatical properties of lexical modals (i.e. thematic verbs) are 
less understood. In this paper, we use Greek chriazome and English need as a case study in the syntax-
semantics of lexical modals. Chriazome/ need (henceforth NEED) enter two structures, which we call 
“thematic” and “impersonal.” We show that when they establish a thematic dependency with a subject, 
they express necessities in light of this subject’s priorities, and in the absence of an overt thematic subject, 
they express necessities in light of priorities endorsed by the speaker. We provide an account for these 
facts using a single lexical entry for NEED. 
EMPIRICAL GENERALIZATIONS: CHRIAZOME. We focus on two constructions that chriazome enters, which 
are distinguished (at least for some speakers) by agreement. In the thematic construction, chriazome agrees 
with the preverbal DP, while in the impersonal one, it has default 3SG agreement. 
(1) Thematic: Se aftin tin ilikia, ta phedia chriazode na echun      choro 
             At this   the age the kids need-3PL C have-3PL space 
              At this age, kids feel a need to have space 
(2)  Impersonal:   Se aftin tin ilikia, ta phedia chriazete na echun      choro 
        At this   the age the kids need-3SG C have-3PL space 
              At this age, it is required that kids have space 
Animacy restrictions indicate that the different agreement patterns correlate with different thematic 
dependencies. Chriazome imposes an animacy restriction on the preverbal DP in the thematic 
construction, but not in the impersonal one. 
(3)  Thematic:    * I karekles chriaz-ode na stith-un  orthies 

the  chairs.NOM need-3PL  C  be.set.up-3PL  upright 
(4)  Impersonal: I karekles chriaz-ete  na  stith-un  orthies 

the  chairs.NOM need-3SG  C  be.set.up-3PL upright 
The chairs need to be set up upright 

To bring out differences in modal flavor between the two, impersonal/thematic minimal pairs were tested 
in contexts that describe a conflict between speaker- and subject-priorities. 
Context 1: John and Mary are hungry, so their mother gave them a plate of food. Although she knows 
they intend to eat it all, she told them to set food aside for their brother. She says: 
(5) Thematic:     #O J.  ce i M.  chriazode na afisun faghito 
   the J.  and the M.NOM need-3PL C leave food.ACC 
   John and Mary feel a need to set aside food 
(6) Impersonal: O J.  ce i M.  chriazete na afisun faghito 
   the J.  and the M.NOM need-3SG C leave food.ACC 
   It is required that John and Mary set aside food 
The speaker’s priorities include that all of her children eat, while John and Mary’s priorities include that 
they have all the food. (5-6) shows that the impersonal construction can express necessity in light of 
priorities belonging only to the speaker, while the thematic one cannot. 
Context 2: John and Mary’s parents are divorced. They live with their mother but they want to stay close 
to their dad. Their mother disagrees, because she does not want them to be influenced by their dad. She 
tells a friend: 
(7) Thematic:    O    J.  ce    i    M.    chriazode na   vlepun  ton patera  tus  sichna 
             the  J.  and the M.    need-3PL C    see-3PL  the dad  their often 

J. and M. feel a need to see their dad often (but they should stay away from him) 
(8)  Impersonal: # O    J.  ce    i    M.    chriazete na   vlepun  ton patera  tus  sichna 
             the  J.  and the M.    need-3SG C    see-3PL  the dad  their often 
   It is required that J. and M. see their dad often 
 



The speaker’s priorities include that J. and M. abstain from seeing their dad, while J. and M.’s priorities 
include that they get to see him often etc. (7-8) shows that the thematic construction can express necessity 
in light of priorities belonging only to chriazome’s argument while the impersonal one cannot. 
EMPIRICAL GENERALIZATIONS: NEED. English need also enters two structures (9)-(10). In (9), the 
expletive subject indicates that need can enter a raising structure (Harves 2008); in (10), the fully saturated 
CP complement, which precludes a raising derivation, indicates that need can establish a thematic 
dependency with the subject. As in Greek, unambiguously thematic constructions like (12) do not accept 
inanimate subjects, while potentially impersonal constructions like (11) do. 
(9)   There needs [TP to be a fence here]         (10)    We need [CP there to be a fence here] 
(11) The stew needs [TP to be tasted by the chef]     (12)  *The stew needs [CP the chef to taste it] 
Structural ambiguity between control and raising in English collapses thematic and impersonal structures 
when need has an animate subject and is followed by an infinitive: 
(13) a. John needs [CP   PRO  to leave]  b. John needs [TP John to leave] 
As in Greek, unambiguously thematic constructions express subject-oriented necessities, while 
unambiguously impersonal constructions express speaker-oriented ones (Rubinstein 2012 on need-CP). 
Consider Context 1 above with (14), where the size of the complement clause differentiates the 
thematic/impersonal pair, and Context 3 with (15), where subject animacy and complement type do: 
(14)  a.  Thematic:   #  John and Mary need [CP there to be food left for their brother] 
         b.  Impersonal:  John and Mary need [TP to leave some food for their brother] 
Context 3: A social justice professor is discussing practices in antiquity that she condemns, saying… 
(15)  a.    Thematic:   The ancients needed [CP a sacrifice to be performed every spring] 
         b.    Impersonal: # A sacrifice needed [TP to be performed by the ancients every spring] 
THE PROPOSAL. Chriazome/need’s modal flavor is lexically specified: it expresses necessity in light of 
presupposed desires of its thematic needer argument. In the thematic construction, the overt experiencer 
DP is the needer, while in the impersonal construction, an implicit speaker-bound variable is. We assume 
context provides Kratzerian modal base and ordering source functions f<s,<st,t>> and g<s,<st,t>>. We treat 
chriazome/need as having two presuppositions, which fix its modal flavor (cf. Rubinstein 2012: §3 on 
necessary): (i) the value of the ordering source function is a set containing a desire of need’s thematic 
argument and (ii) the prejacent proposition is not settled in the modal base (see von Fintel 1999 for 
definition of DES and MAX). 
(16) ⟦ NEED⟧C (p<s,t>)(xe)(ws) is defined only if ∃q<s,t> ∈ DES(x, w) and gC(w) = {q} 
        and ∩fC(w) ∩ p ≠ ∅ and ∩fC(w) ∩ ¬p ≠ ∅  
       if defined, ⟦chriazome/need	⟧C(p)(x)(w) = 1 iff ∀w' [ w'∈MAXgC(w)(∩fC(w)) → p(w')]  
THEMATIC LFS. Greek and English thematic constructions have LFs where the experiencer is base-
generated in its surface position in the matrix clause: 
(17)  LF:   [vP experiencer  [need/chriazome  [CP  PRO ...]]] 
Based on (17), the thematic constructions (5) and (14a) presuppose that the ideals in the context include 
a desire of John and Mary’s, and within the set of relevant possibilities, it’s unsettled whether J. and M. 
will set aside food. They assert that the desire of J. and M.’s necessitates that they set aside food, which 
is false in Context 1 because no such desire is made salient. 
IMPERSONAL LFS. Impersonal constructions have LFs where need’s experiencer is an implicit variable. 
The variable is bound by an ASSERT operator in matrix declarative clauses, and presumably by other 
operators in questions and in clauses embedded under attitude verbs (cf. Pearson 2013 on implicit 
experiencers in stage-level predicates of taste). 
(18)  LF:  [ ASSERT  [7  [3 [t7 [need/chriazome-w3 [CP/TP  ... ]]]]]] 

⟦ASSERT⟧C (P<e,<s,t>>)(ws) = 1 iff P(SpeakerC)(ws) 
The ASSERT operator predicates of the speaker the property denoted by its sentence-complement (see 
Pearson 2013: 132ff, citing Lewis 1979, on how sentences with no open argument slots, such as our 
thematic constructions, can also be analyzed as ‘self-locating’ properties that hold of the speaker). Given 
(18), (8) asserts that a presupposed desire of the speaker’s necessitates that J. and M. see their dad, which 
is false in Context 2 because no such desire is made salient. 


